
In the Garden with Shobha
Vanchiswar

Hellebores—I want more of them!
September 25, 2009

Planting time for perennials

Am I the only one who thinks September has passed more quickly than turnips
around the table? We’ve enjoyed some amazingly good weather and yet, I don’t
recall getting too much done in the garden. I guess I was busy taking
advantage of the dry, bug-free days by reveling in pleasant walks, gathering
with friends and generally pretending I was on vacation. In the south of
France.

However, my conscience, in the guise of reader Sarah, has caught up with me
and brought me back to reality. There’s work to be done. Sarah asked about
planting time for perennials and also had a query regarding propagation.

Why I plant perennials in the fall

I prefer putting my perennials in now rather than in the spring. There are
several reasons for this. With all the plants in the garden full grown, I can see
with more clarity where the gaps are in the beds and what the design is
lacking. In spring, it is harder to see this and I have to either guess or keep
referring to photographs and notes. Another reason is that while I’m planting
bulbs in the fall, adding perennials at the same time allows me to place
everything without digging up or damaging something else, as could happen
in the spring. 
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Perennials planted at this time also have a chance to settle in and then emerge
strong in the spring. Don’t leave the planting for too late though, as the
imminent cold will stress the plants and you could lose them. If a specific plant
is unavailable, I mark the spot it is to go in with an upturned plastic pot
secured in place with a stake poked through the hole at the bottom and into
the soil. Come spring, I have a clearly marked place for the young plant. Many
nurseries have good-sized plants on sale in the fall. They need to move the
merchandise and I need a good bargain; it’s a win-win situation.

How to divide perennials

I also divide perennials in the fall. This year, I’m dividing a couple of
hellebores – not so much because they are too big but because I want more of
them. And I don’t want to add to my expenses. I’ve already spent a small
fortune on bulbs. This is an excellent way to increase the number of plants. In
fact, swap with friends and you will have a good variety. 

To divide the hellebores, I dig up the plant and shake out as much of the soil as
possible. This will now expose the “eyes.” Using a knife, I cut through the
plant, making certain that each division has an “eye” or two plus at least two
leaves. The individual plants are now planted back into the garden. It is
important to plant shallow. As a guide, plant only as deep as the point at which
it was planted before. Water thoroughly. Shallow planting is a must for peonies
and rhizomatous irises as well. Deep planting will result in leaves but no
blooms. 

Sarah also wanted to know when it is better to create root cuttings (See, “The
shocking truth about plant propagation,” NewCastleNOW.org, August 28,
2009) instead of just keep stems in water and let the roots form. In both cases,
non-flowering stems are used. Placing stems in water works for a number of
plants and is very easy. Just cut a stem bearing a few leaves and place in a
container with water. In a couple of weeks, roots will form and at that time
they can be potted up. Watching roots form in the water is a good learning
experience for children being introduced to the marvels in nature. Some of my
own early memories of handling plants are of just such activities.

But personally, I use the water method only when I’m pressed for time. More
varieties of plants are propagated by cuttings rooted in pots and in my
experience, this method results in healthier plants. Starting the stems in water
only puts off the potting-up step. The problem I have with stems rooting in
water is that by the time I get around to potting them up, the roots have got
too long and I’m now faced with separating the individual plants from the
tangle of roots. This invariably results in hurting some of the delicate roots and
possibly losing some plants. In general, there is nothing wrong with the
method; it’s really a matter of personal preference. 
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So, a big thank you to Sarah for being a loyal reader and getting me back to
the important work of fall gardening.

Post Script: Look what’s appeared recently, among my climbing roses—a
clematis blossom:

Shobha Vanchiswar has been gardening all her life, the last 22 years in
Chappaqua. She received the Golden Trowel Award for garden design in 2007
from Garden Design magazine. Her jewel-of-a-garden here in New Castle was
on view in this year’s Garden Conservancy Open Day program. She has a
garden design business, Seeds of Design. Write her at
seedsofdesign@verizon.net.
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